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OV E R V I E W

The FireEye Intelligence Center is an online portal that delivers
foundational intelligence and is available in conjunction with
FireEye products and services. It provides access to foundational
intelligence, analysis tools, intelligence sharing capabilities and
institutional knowledge. The FireEye Intelligence Center is powered
by over 10 years of cyber security experience detecting, responding
to and tracking advanced attacks.
Foundational Intelligence
Analytical reports include profiles on threat groups, regions, industries and
malware. Threat Media Highlights, providing daily FireEye iSIGHT Intelligence
perspectives on the latest open source cyber security stories, are published
every business day. Coverage encompasses motivations and implications across
industries and regions. This information provides subscribers with foundational
intelligence, helping you to understand who is likely targeting your organization
or industry and what tactics, techniques and procedures are being employed.
FIREEYE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE HUBS
Threat Groups

30+

Industries

15+

Regions

15+

Malware

700+

Analysis Tools
Designed for investigating real-time activity, Analysis Tools are built into the
FireEye Intelligence Center portal and can help identify associated malware
families, contextual information from our intelligence database, such as threat
group attribution, whitelist and blacklist verifications and verification from antivirus vendors who consider the file to be malware.
• Analyze a Domain or IP Address allows you to enter an IP address or domain to
query our intelligence database. Results provide you with contextual information
that we may have about associated threats. Such information can include threat
group attribution and associated malware.

DATA S H E E T

HIGHLIGHTS
• Increase Security Analyst Efficiency:
Reduce the amount of time security analysts
spend evaluating disparate information by
providing them with insights, research and
analysis tools in a single web-based interface.
• Reduce Risk: Focus on the threats that pose
the highest risk and anticipate attacks based
on detailed insights into attacker trends and
tactics across your industry.
• Develop a Proactive Security Posture:
Evaluate your security posture against
threats and shift resources accordingly to
protect against new threats and resolve
security incidents.
• Anticipate Attacks: Understand which
advanced attack groups are most likely
to target your organization, what their
objectives may be and how to respond.

• Analyze a File provides a malware
analysis report that includes
detailed static and dynamic
analysis. You can use the analyze
a file tool to upload suspect files
for analysis. You will receive an
analysis report to help you find the
malware on other systems.

S I M P L I F Y WO R K F L OW W I T H
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE HUBS

Designed by practitioners, the FireEye
Intelligence Center is architected in
a format conducive for precise and
efficient research across multiple
categories and sub-categories.
The easy-to-navigate interface
categorizes the intelligence into
central intelligence hubs. These hubs
organize all new and historical FireEye
intelligence within 6 categories and
dozens of sub-categories covering
threat groups, industries, regions,
malware, institutional knowledge and
community threat intelligence.

R E A L -T I M E , AC T I O N A B L E
INTELLIGENCE

FireEye Intelligence Center establishes
thorough understanding of advanced
threats by communicating:
• Quality: Well researched and written
analytical products with thoughtful
and defensible assessments
• Timeliness: Quick-turn products
based on observed activity, with realtime intelligence
• Uniqueness: Analysis of threats not
well-known or already covered by the
security community
• Usefulness: Explains, interprets,
predicts and displays complex threat
activity in a meaningful way

For more information on FireEye, visit:
www.FireEye.com
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WHY FIREEYE?

Technology. Intelligence. Expertise.
FireEye protects the most valuable
assets in the world from those
who have them in their sights.
Our combination of technology,
intelligence and expertise — reinforced
with the most aggressive incident
response team — helps eliminate the
impact of security breaches.
With FireEye, you’ll detect attacks
as they happen. You’ll understand
the risk these attacks pose to your
most valued assets. And you’ll have
the resources to quickly respond and
resolve security incidents. The FireEye
Global Defense Community includes
more than 4,700 customers across 67
countries, including over 730 of the
Forbes Global 2000.

